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Abstract: In this study, we want the image (blurred or in 

combination with) images of ongoing screening strategy, 

multi-channel (and, in particular, the shadow) to cover. 

You should manage up to groups of shading four 

categories, namely the vague adoption plans is g

get ahead of the central channel: artificial wave blurred 

blurry method based on the total and fuzzy inference. The 

series can be connected together, and their fuzzy 

boundaries. We see how the idea JND supply (only 

visible difference) dimly, an evaluation of the color of 

perfection. 

 

Keywords: Fuzzy filtering, multichannel image, fuzzy 

aggregative, fuzzy inferential, pseudo fuzzy.

 

1.  Introduction 

 
Displays "Multi Channel Number (vector, multivariate)", 

describes each signature image of the sample carriers 

(set) the whole of the known universe version as part of 

the example (or move). multichannel image just 

indisputable in a test as simple and multi-channel "climb" 

negative pattern. requires particularly autonomous 

regions and infectious bars produced by the method was 

failing now branded as an old sign that they agree (wrong 

color, shadow [2]). the communication between the 

components, which seems to be the century in free flight, 

the idea is similar to what can be done in correlation, for 

example, KarhunenLoeve change [20]. This principle is 

not generally looking for some problems with the set 

with the assistance of its image. In addition, the 

resynchronization pattern with the work plan on the 

correlation is used complete, the hypothesis that the same 

image measurable properties are, first, after the 

separation. For this it is necessary that the promise of the 

carrier.  

2.  Fuzzy logic 

 

Fuzzy logic was introduced in the late 60s [31] in an 

attempt to deal with the vulnerability and the warmth of 

the inner wound representing the facts. Some typical

understanding of the concept of size, weight and learning 
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In this study, we want the image (blurred or in 

combination with) images of ongoing screening strategy, 

channel (and, in particular, the shadow) to cover. 

You should manage up to groups of shading four 

categories, namely the vague adoption plans is going to 

get ahead of the central channel: artificial wave blurred 

blurry method based on the total and fuzzy inference. The 

series can be connected together, and their fuzzy 

boundaries. We see how the idea JND supply (only 

luation of the color of 

Fuzzy filtering, multichannel image, fuzzy 

aggregative, fuzzy inferential, pseudo fuzzy. 

Displays "Multi Channel Number (vector, multivariate)", 

describes each signature image of the sample carriers 

(set) the whole of the known universe version as part of 

the example (or move). multichannel image just 

channel "climb" 

negative pattern. requires particularly autonomous 

regions and infectious bars produced by the method was 

failing now branded as an old sign that they agree (wrong 

color, shadow [2]). the communication between the 

o be the century in free flight, 

the idea is similar to what can be done in correlation, for 

example, KarhunenLoeve change [20]. This principle is 

not generally looking for some problems with the set 

with the assistance of its image. In addition, the 

chronization pattern with the work plan on the 

correlation is used complete, the hypothesis that the same 

image measurable properties are, first, after the 

separation. For this it is necessary that the promise of the 

was introduced in the late 60s [31] in an 

attempt to deal with the vulnerability and the warmth of  

the inner wound representing the facts. Some typical 

understanding of the concept of size, weight and learning 

traditional logical problems. [31] Obscure sk

reas of the world map have some subset questions. RSS 

to add a comment on this definition. [5] By definition, the 

first in the world is a fuzzy set for a short time [0,1]. 

Although official plans to meet the requirements and the

of size, weight and learning traditional logical problems. 

[31] Obscure skills in all reas fuzzy set theory, fuzzy set 

does not recognize it, but in reality it is a case of vague 

sentence, and so on, it is perhaps as the properties make 

universe. Computer mapping abstract image zone 

(quantified sections and three aspects of the course 

explore), and in this case the large amount of instability 

in terms of value and the (local). This instability and 

uncertainty about pixel values now swirl pocket along the 

edge of the film. We recommend to prepare a path 

blurred images curtain divided into four categories of 

principles at the center of the fuzzy channels: Based on 

the global attitudes of harsh hairy, woolly, fuzzy 

aggregation and fuzzy decisions 

 

 

Figure 1. Classification figures in four categories

 fuzzy approach

 

3. Analysis of Pseudo  Fuzzy approach

 

The rough or pseudo-fuzzy approach comprises basically 

of deciding a few weights wi  thatfulfill (2) and are 

“fuzzy numbers", that is wi € [0,1]. This standardization 

is accomplished in two stages: for each chose vector x

some positive scalar ai is registered (by principles 
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reflecting the spatial conveyance of the xi

Rp tests space), and after that every ai coefficient is 

standardized to their entirety: 

 
     Of course, it is the weight (2) [0,1] LAN and. The 

type of filter does not disperse light and regulation and 

the current approach weight "adhesion" to be used [24]. 

This process of filtering different categories to the

nature of the decision to provide a little power (see "a") 

to recognize the fact, some carriers (colors) rain scattered 

window away.  

 
     There are two main phases of the application used in 

addition to the state of the Convention on shield and

vector shields on program size not back from the fast 

base. Correction offers, based on the number of channels 

of different categories, the so-called multi

(MCF) [12], change the nonlinear filter [6] or multi

channel filter Based [13]. When the activity is new (as in 

a data carrier), and the name of the filter characteristics 

of the management system as a directional vector based 

filter (DVBF) [31]. The correct weight decreases 

performance monotonically, which is part of several data 

carriers, nearer fuzzy vector bouquet. Polynomial and 

exponential is the most famous. Polynomial method [12], 

[13] based on the binary program Ai) 

     Indeed, even if it is connected to the shield of the 

vector XI. Gains Euclidean division (the Euclidean 

distance between the sample XI when in a group, such as 

the filtration windows (5)), or the separation of the group 

at the same time (at least in the middle, and the programs, 

C)) [12] and a complete separation of the focusing 

mixture (minimal medium, normal vectors for time) [13].

 
Approach port (6) or S-exponential negative exponential 

form (7): 

     The Euclidean DDMF4 [13] in the desert and facilities 

put into service (6) (DDMF4 seventh picture illustration 

2D.)). The (Vector Control Fuzzy Filter) FV

solid vector of ((8)) to measure the spatial distribution 

sigma 7): To reduce (power, r, determined by d max and) 

was a series of empirical results of the study (= 2 = 00:05 

[13]), and some information on prevention (D

measurements [13]) or R web site for the distribution of 

chaos at the top of the image, Tests indicated that plant 

surgery best results r = 1 uniformly received, and Gauss 

i vectors in the 

Rp tests space), and after that every ai coefficient is 

Of course, it is the weight (2) [0,1] LAN and. The 

type of filter does not disperse light and regulation and 

the current approach weight "adhesion" to be used [24]. 

This process of filtering different categories to the precise 

nature of the decision to provide a little power (see "a") 

to recognize the fact, some carriers (colors) rain scattered 

There are two main phases of the application used in 

addition to the state of the Convention on shield and 

vector shields on program size not back from the fast 

base. Correction offers, based on the number of channels 

called multi-channel filter 

(MCF) [12], change the nonlinear filter [6] or multi-

the activity is new (as in 

a data carrier), and the name of the filter characteristics 

of the management system as a directional vector based 

filter (DVBF) [31]. The correct weight decreases 

performance monotonically, which is part of several data 

s, nearer fuzzy vector bouquet. Polynomial and 

exponential is the most famous. Polynomial method [12], 

Indeed, even if it is connected to the shield of the 

. Gains Euclidean division (the Euclidean 

when in a group, such as 

the filtration windows (5)), or the separation of the group 

at the same time (at least in the middle, and the programs, 

C)) [12] and a complete separation of the focusing 

al vectors for time) [13]. 

exponential negative exponential 

 
The Euclidean DDMF4 [13] in the desert and facilities 

put into service (6) (DDMF4 seventh picture illustration 

2D.)). The (Vector Control Fuzzy Filter) FVDF [21] The 

solid vector of ((8)) to measure the spatial distribution 

sigma 7): To reduce (power, r, determined by d max and) 

was a series of empirical results of the study (= 2 = 00:05 

[13]), and some information on prevention (Dmax, Shield 

13]) or R web site for the distribution of 

chaos at the top of the image, Tests indicated that plant 

surgery best results r = 1 uniformly received, and Gauss 

= 0 and r = 2 "long Tail "to sow confusion. All that is at 

the end agreed that the air filter and 

somehow the name of Vector and "filter appropriate 

compensation" filter, are not considered to be more 

flexible and more generally, the hair of Filter wool cap.

 

4. Based on the paradigm blur filter

 

How to produce the aforementioned rough 

sufficient account of the distribution (ie, the relative 

position vector) registered with the presentation of 

etymological September exception vector. This path is a 

mixture of the boat toward the top and bottom (right) of 

each vector in the region and, if appropriate self

Littler weight parameters. Window drizzle Regardless of 

the exact text of the importance of the shield series 

decided, for example, the program can not be easily seen. 

Little shading Vector others as little more than a

of common colors. Maybe vector protect the delivery of 

the crop, seven, she decided except the doors (and this 

exhibition is coordinated by the technical without asking 

[3] and measurements as well as 

the first time that the following neighbors thought and 

divided versatile. neighbors next channel [10], [22] to 

process the carrier channel image of mystery to select a 

different folder.Versatile [9] leaves the separate decision 

image window each pixel is basically held the sa

method with the district for two major simultaneous 

development, the protection and realization of the level 

of media where economic borders.

The two new systems known as: Vector shield at one 

point or area of interest. For the hand to introduce a 

certain degree of variation in the system, taking account 

of all the important parts related grade levels fuzzy vector 

projection. 

     As filter integration model [31]. This method was 

adopted, and decided the line between screening vectors 

that three categories. The third category with the model 

focus signal space at the local fire and two beautiful 

setting (the image includes testing). Each district will 

describe the model (the weighted average of screening 

Vector). On this occasion exactly vector shield u

XI model jj J (9) granted: 

     The border lightness controls C = 3 and the average 

class as a whole detachment (mostly, I = 2, advanced 

degree of dubious fluffiness sharing permitting). 

Increased uij fact the separation of the vector model, in 

honor of the fuzzy k calculated [4], [15] degrees) aij is 

= 0 and r = 2 "long Tail "to sow confusion. All that is at 

the end agreed that the air filter and blur problems 

somehow the name of Vector and "filter appropriate 

compensation" filter, are not considered to be more 

flexible and more generally, the hair of Filter wool cap. 

 

. Based on the paradigm blur filter 

How to produce the aforementioned rough or not take 

sufficient account of the distribution (ie, the relative 

position vector) registered with the presentation of 

etymological September exception vector. This path is a 

mixture of the boat toward the top and bottom (right) of 

gion and, if appropriate self-vector, 

Littler weight parameters. Window drizzle Regardless of 

the exact text of the importance of the shield series 

decided, for example, the program can not be easily seen. 

Little shading Vector others as little more than a couple 

of common colors. Maybe vector protect the delivery of 

the crop, seven, she decided except the doors (and this 

exhibition is coordinated by the technical without asking 

[3] and measurements as well as \ potato flakes'). E 'was 

he following neighbors thought and 

divided versatile. neighbors next channel [10], [22] to 

process the carrier channel image of mystery to select a 

different folder.Versatile [9] leaves the separate decision 

image window each pixel is basically held the same 

method with the district for two major simultaneous 

development, the protection and realization of the level 

of media where economic borders. 

The two new systems known as: Vector shield at one 

interest. For the hand to introduce a 

tain degree of variation in the system, taking account 

of all the important parts related grade levels fuzzy vector 

As filter integration model [31]. This method was 

adopted, and decided the line between screening vectors 

ries. The third category with the model 

focus signal space at the local fire and two beautiful 

setting (the image includes testing). Each district will 

describe the model (the weighted average of screening 

Vector). On this occasion exactly vector shield uij class 

 
The border lightness controls C = 3 and the average 

class as a whole detachment (mostly, I = 2, advanced 

degree of dubious fluffiness sharing permitting). 

Increased uij fact the separation of the vector model, in 

onor of the fuzzy k calculated [4], [15] degrees) aij is 
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realized by means of participation. Model class pixels 

focal length, comparable to a mean vector [31]. This 

division is very intuitive and easy to clarify the carrier

class division in touch, ensures long too big, and the 

changes will be little or impact on the return channel; The 

average settlement is a guaranteed recipe for a mid

model of the first call, a substance added to the right 

color tone. Fig. 3 b) the impact of media, such as the 

occurrence of the reduction division. Compare studies of 

this type of activity, including terrorism close (at least 

most), and found the fruit [31] Executive inaccurate 

numerical morphology (in the middle interference) are.

With fuzzy clustering calculations of the K series at the 

point vaguely repeated the vector filter settings. In 

general, the introduction of the force of gravity can be 

used for the first time required to (for example, the color 

of the wing center) to be able to assembly conditions; and 

(10) and (9) recursively until ij Fusion j [4], [15]. The 

amount of gradual structure transmitted from data

dependent vectors and the amount of light is passed 

through the exact link. Thus, the key issue, despite the 

high assembly of this channel repeatedly wi

involutions violence vector separate window (usually 9

25). 

     Because of all the different computations can be used 

for the above components [16] (and hairy spread to 

different film), there are two main principles: 

(probabilistic) model probability model [18]. But the 

system can handle a loose image by mixing voice (skin 

rash and gauss) [30]. A productive option is the tube 

repeating calculations onions to replace a hierarchical 

approach to the text. In addition to the striking differenc

values (number of studies and a part of the algorithm 

change), this calculation is driven by the specified 

conditions class minimization and vector [19], which is 

opposed to the type of research vectors of the model 

class. Offset calculation is mainly used as part of an 

investigation of multidimensional data; Repeated tube 

calculations onions, they receive recognition and vector 

ordosis [14]. A powerful new set of sustainable 

development arrangement seems unusually attractive 

class (or suitable) to use fluffy, although the principle 

established in [30] for the different ramps different 

calculation leveledMPNN(Modified PNN) [11].

 

5. Aggregative fuzzy filter 
 

Nonlinear multi-channel TV (blurry or) different 

performance and measures, both in terms of noise 

effectively reduce shade and a special form of protection. 

realized by means of participation. Model class pixels 

focal length, comparable to a mean vector [31]. This 

division is very intuitive and easy to clarify the carrier-

long too big, and the 

changes will be little or impact on the return channel; The 

average settlement is a guaranteed recipe for a mid-range 

model of the first call, a substance added to the right 

color tone. Fig. 3 b) the impact of media, such as the 

rrence of the reduction division. Compare studies of 

this type of activity, including terrorism close (at least 

most), and found the fruit [31] Executive inaccurate 

numerical morphology (in the middle interference) are. 

f the K series at the 

point vaguely repeated the vector filter settings. In 

general, the introduction of the force of gravity can be 

used for the first time required to (for example, the color 

of the wing center) to be able to assembly conditions; and 

and (9) recursively until ij Fusion j [4], [15]. The 

amount of gradual structure transmitted from data-

dependent vectors and the amount of light is passed 

through the exact link. Thus, the key issue, despite the 

high assembly of this channel repeatedly with little public 

involutions violence vector separate window (usually 9-

Because of all the different computations can be used 

for the above components [16] (and hairy spread to 

different film), there are two main principles: 

probability model [18]. But the 

system can handle a loose image by mixing voice (skin 

rash and gauss) [30]. A productive option is the tube 

repeating calculations onions to replace a hierarchical 

approach to the text. In addition to the striking difference 

(number of studies and a part of the algorithm 

change), this calculation is driven by the specified 

conditions class minimization and vector [19], which is 

opposed to the type of research vectors of the model 

used as part of an 

investigation of multidimensional data; Repeated tube 

calculations onions, they receive recognition and vector 

ordosis [14]. A powerful new set of sustainable 

development arrangement seems unusually attractive 

fluffy, although the principle 

established in [30] for the different ramps different 

calculation leveledMPNN(Modified PNN) [11]. 

 

 

channel TV (blurry or) different 

performance and measures, both in terms of noise 

effectively reduce shade and a special form of protection. 

Under these circumstances another route, which usually 

appears as a procedure seems to improve the 

(13) or switch (14) and Y1 and Y

(and often unnecessary), pool (that is, under all 

and so on.) 

     Alternative (14) further refined selection may be 

sensitive (such as center recursive multipurpose 

suggested in [1]). According to the vector regulation and 

reduce demand (taking into account the distribution 

focus) the order of the sub places will be the most 

appropriate to force the building to be used, however, 

reinforce the channels obtained from different 

departments. Channel Proposed in [30] (CHANGE frame 

hybrid filter) to cut a combination as part (13) with the 

program against the mixing conditions (impulsive and 

Gaussian). Another principle is to use the channel is 

locked, powered by a combined base. Since th

based on a decision of the right surface extraordinary and 

occasional, it is the first time that both methods rely on 

the other side Robust and adaptable structure [17], [13]. 

The article calls it advisable to develop scalar values, as 

needed by (14), which raise a topic in combination with 

the overall plan and the Euclidean.

     And (14) is a tax that causes the relative importance of 

each event; 5 to compare two criteria (introduction and 

size): set to 0. And [17] = 0:75 to an appropriate 

resolution of the noise. And vector

reduce (14) separate the first, the results in Fig. 3c).  

Value suggested in [23] is to make the channel (sets) 

locked as the solder settings. The combination of 

different channel management performed 

of fuzzy space. Instead of management aggregators like, 

[39], with some weighted center or right () and (

to the machine settings: 

     With the help of a variety of control functions (or T

based, and the T-standard) standard 

denied, different aggregators can get. In 

(15) on the basis of the Zadeh (min) t

probabilistic (at) t-norm. 

 

5.1. Fuzzy thinking and looking lim

 

A theory of the fuzzy concept (Tenet) the exact number 

of the relationship between the parts of the universe in 

some phonetic suggestions to blur:

 

Under these circumstances another route, which usually 

appears as a procedure seems to improve the division. 

and Y2 of the two established 

(and often unnecessary), pool (that is, under all -ngafe, 

 
Alternative (14) further refined selection may be 

sensitive (such as center recursive multipurpose 

[1]). According to the vector regulation and 

reduce demand (taking into account the distribution 

focus) the order of the sub places will be the most 

appropriate to force the building to be used, however, 

reinforce the channels obtained from different 

tments. Channel Proposed in [30] (CHANGE frame 

hybrid filter) to cut a combination as part (13) with the 

program against the mixing conditions (impulsive and 

Gaussian). Another principle is to use the channel is 

locked, powered by a combined base. Since the coating is 

based on a decision of the right surface extraordinary and 

occasional, it is the first time that both methods rely on 

the other side Robust and adaptable structure [17], [13]. 

The article calls it advisable to develop scalar values, as 

by (14), which raise a topic in combination with 

the overall plan and the Euclidean. 

 
And (14) is a tax that causes the relative importance of 

each event; 5 to compare two criteria (introduction and 

size): set to 0. And [17] = 0:75 to an appropriate 

resolution of the noise. And vector-channel seeds that 

reduce (14) separate the first, the results in Fig. 3c).  

Value suggested in [23] is to make the channel (sets) 

locked as the solder settings. The combination of 

different channel management performed by a collection 

of fuzzy space. Instead of management aggregators like, 

[39], with some weighted center or right () and (∩) linked 

 
With the help of a variety of control functions (or T-

standard) standard Lukasiewicz is 

denied, different aggregators can get. In [23] collection 

on the basis of the Zadeh (min) t-norm and the 

.1. Fuzzy thinking and looking lim 

A theory of the fuzzy concept (Tenet) the exact number 

tionship between the parts of the universe in 

some phonetic suggestions to blur: 
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     All participants in the etymology of the rack (RI) in 

which the band and two fuzzy sets organize the semantic 

concepts (for example, pens, small, large, small) for eac

of the data and the main selection. The information in 

foggy conditions apply to information (basic) of the 

carrier system of a particular drug file information (or 

letter) VI, depending entirely sweet and her recovery. 

Center (it) divided by degassing spring. For the common 

values, [30], the value of the trust (like the need for the 

channel) is connected to a Wi second window (but 

vertical corner to corner) are now set in the region as 

expected. 

� If the difference between the center and other W

content blessing is quite high leads to low credibility

� If the difference between the center and W

is very low leads to low credibility. 

 

6. Use color confusion inherent space

 

Another way to check the rules and fuzzy shadows on the 

environment is the nature of color, in fact, their 

interpretation is more qualified standard parser (red, 

green, blue): HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) . The hue is 

the shading description (blue, orange or green shadows 

and so on). But the saturation measures, like si

shading (white gold mix promotion). Low soak (0, soft 

mouth), including shadows and soft tones throughout the 

same analyzer. The building is a clear indicator of 

luminance shading and more symmetrical vertical axis of 

the new shadows; The hue is defined as a physical 

separation in space with respect to white. HSI Shadows 

of the analysis part Shading shadow (16) and non

changes (17) (eg a set of several poles) [8], [7].

     Many critical areas of shading HSI representative and 

more: the image saturation characteristics is very low, 

and the appropriate level of importance of color; 

(Independent) the scene from the R received, G, B after 

the lower classes performed (one directly from our 

characters). Then in [7] vague indications, which 

measures the value of our HSI: 

 
All participants in the etymology of the rack (RI) in 

which the band and two fuzzy sets organize the semantic 

concepts (for example, pens, small, large, small) for each 

of the data and the main selection. The information in 

foggy conditions apply to information (basic) of the 

carrier system of a particular drug file information (or 

letter) VI, depending entirely sweet and her recovery. 

pring. For the common 

values, [30], the value of the trust (like the need for the 

channel) is connected to a Wi second window (but 

vertical corner to corner) are now set in the region as 

If the difference between the center and other Wi 

content blessing is quite high leads to low credibility 

If the difference between the center and Wi content 

. Use color confusion inherent space 

Another way to check the rules and fuzzy shadows on the 

s the nature of color, in fact, their 

interpretation is more qualified standard parser (red, 

green, blue): HSI (hue, saturation, intensity) . The hue is 

the shading description (blue, orange or green shadows 

and so on). But the saturation measures, like simple 

shading (white gold mix promotion). Low soak (0, soft 

mouth), including shadows and soft tones throughout the 

same analyzer. The building is a clear indicator of 

luminance shading and more symmetrical vertical axis of 

ed as a physical 

separation in space with respect to white. HSI Shadows 

of the analysis part Shading shadow (16) and non-linear 

changes (17) (eg a set of several poles) [8], [7]. 

 
Many critical areas of shading HSI representative and 

saturation characteristics is very low, 

and the appropriate level of importance of color; 

(Independent) the scene from the R received, G, B after 

the lower classes performed (one directly from our 

characters). Then in [7] vague indications, which 

� In the event if Saturation is low then the Hue is 

unessential 

� In the event if Saturation is medium then the Hue is 

pitifully pertinent 

� In the event if Saturation is high then the Hue is 

extremely pertinent 

It is important to use the principle of treatment and 

shading that can be used for further planning (shading art 

and [7]), and some can be used in research under 

saturation. A new virtual waves and instructions 

installation options remain the needs of local shading (or 

filters) classified 

� If the Intensity is utilized for further handling then 

saturation state is low  

� If the Hue and Intensity are together utilized then 

saturation state is meduim 

 

7. Conclusion
 

From a professional's perspective, the fuzzy inferential 

filters are additional tedious, in both the configuration 

and the genuine running time. Their execution, controlled 

by traditional objective quality measures, offers some 

change contrasted with the o

unrefined fuzzy channels). The channels from alternate 

classifications are basically impacted by factual strategies 

that join estimations of the vectors keeping in mind the 

end goal to portray right and mistaken qualities 

(concerning the given vector set). The fuzzy aggregative 

methodology softens impacts from two unique mixes of 

vectors; the weighting related to each of them guarantees 

a fuzzy parity of the impacts. Clearly, any single channel 

can be doled out a weighting element of 1

way bringing about the first channel (that can be 

unrefined fuzzy or fuzzy worldview based). It is hard to 

follow an unmistakable limit between the unrefined fuzzy 

and the fuzzy worldview based methodologies. At long 

last we can acknowledge that them two measure 

somehow the enrollment of every shading vector into the 

set "right channel  

yield" by either a diagnostic expression or an iterative 

count. 
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If the Hue and Intensity are together utilized then 

. Conclusion 

From a professional's perspective, the fuzzy inferential 

filters are additional tedious, in both the configuration 

and the genuine running time. Their execution, controlled 

by traditional objective quality measures, offers some 

change contrasted with the ordinary usage (as the 

unrefined fuzzy channels). The channels from alternate 

classifications are basically impacted by factual strategies 

that join estimations of the vectors keeping in mind the 

end goal to portray right and mistaken qualities 

the given vector set). The fuzzy aggregative 

methodology softens impacts from two unique mixes of 

vectors; the weighting related to each of them guarantees 

a fuzzy parity of the impacts. Clearly, any single channel 

can be doled out a weighting element of 1, and in this 

way bringing about the first channel (that can be 

unrefined fuzzy or fuzzy worldview based). It is hard to 

follow an unmistakable limit between the unrefined fuzzy 

and the fuzzy worldview based methodologies. At long 

hat them two measure 

somehow the enrollment of every shading vector into the 

yield" by either a diagnostic expression or an iterative 
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